Indian Roadmaster 2015 and Up
Two Piece Seat (Bolted Together)
Ultimate Seats Installation
Removal of Stock Seat Set:
1. Remove the side covers on both sides.
2. Unplug the electrical harness that comes out of the back of your stock seat and plugs into trunk.
3. Remove the quick release Trunk from the bike.
4. Remove the bolts on each side of the driver seat.
5. Remove the rear fender bolt from the passenger seat.
6. Slide seat set back and up to remove.
7. Unplug factory heat plug.

Install Your New Seat Set:
Installation Note 1: If you have a Captain Itch Heat Shield, it will need to be modified to fit with your
Ultimate Seat. If you indicated with your order that you use a Captain Itch Heat Shield, a template to cut
the shield was supplied with your new Ultimate Seat as well as 2 button head bolts (M8 x 35mm) that
replace the OEM tank bolts indicated in Fig 1. After the heat shield is modified install it under the seat
on the front locator bracket then install the seat with it attached Fig 2.
Installation Note 2: Remove the OEM driver backrest bracket if it is installed on your bike.
Installation Note 3: If you have purchased our heated seat set, remove the bracket pictured in Fig. 3.
Installation Note 4: If you have the Indian® Concert Audio Kit (Part #2879816) installed, the amp must
be relocated from the factory suggested mounting location Fig 4.
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1. Bolt the Ultimate passenger seat to the driver seat using the supplied flat head bolt ¼”-20 x 1½” long.
Note the supplied nylon washer installs between the passenger bracket and the driver seat base pan.
2. If you have purchased our heated seat set, then plug the Ultimate Seat into the OEM heat plug socket.
3. Install your Ultimate seat set now, make sure you have the front locating bracket on the seat nose
located properly in the bike frame under the tank and reinstall the stock screws in the front seat and rear
passenger bracket.
4. Reinstall your side covers.

Solo Seat Install
The Ultimate Solo installs exactly like stock with the side bolts.
If you have the Indian luggage rack it bolts to our seat with two 3/8” x 16 x 1” button head bolts.
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